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  Gun Control Randolph C. Hite,2000-08 Provides info. on a wide variety of topics related to the permanent
provisions (phase II) of the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act. On Nov. 30, 1998, the Brady Act's permanent
provisions went into effect with implementation of the Nat. Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS).
Managed by the FBI, this computerized system is used to make presale background checks for purchases from Federal
firearms licensees of all firearms, not just handguns. This report focuses on background checks conducted by the
FBI's NICS Office. Presents info. on 4 topics: statistics on background checks, NICS operations; denials, &
appeals; enforcement actions; & pawnshop issues.
  Gun control : options for improving the National Instant Criminal Background Check System : report to
congressional requesters ,2002
  Gun control opportunities to close loopholes in the National Instant Criminal Background Check System. ,2000
  Gun control potential effects of nextday destruction of NICS background check records. ,2002 The information
about how the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS)
would be affected if records related to sales of firearms by licensed dealers were destroyed within 24 hours after
the transfers were allowed to proceed. Under the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act, licensed dealers generally
are not to transfer firearms to an individual until a NICS search determines that the transfer will not violate
applicable federal or state law.2 For instance, persons prohibited by federal law from receiving a firearm include
convicted felons, fugitives, unlawful drug users, and aliens illegally or unlawfully in the United States.
However, if the background check is not completed within 3 business days, the dealer is not prohibited from
transferring the firearm. Under current NICS regulations, records of allowed firearms sales can be retained for up
to 90 days in a computer database (i.e., the NICS audit log) after which the records must be destroyed.2 The audit
log contains information related to each background check requested by a licensed firearms dealer, including the
NICS response (e.g., proceed or denied) and the history of all activity related to the transaction. According to
the NICS regulations, information on allowed firearms sales is used only for purposes related to ensuring the
proper operation of the system or conducting audits of the use of the system. Operational uses include evaluating
system performance, identifying and resolving operational problems, generating statistical reports, and supporting
the appeals process. System audits, in general, are designed to (1) monitor internal employee performance and
adherence to established procedures and (2) discover misuse, e.g., unauthorized checks, or avoidance of the
system.
  Gun control and terrorism FBI could better manage firearmrelated background checks involving terrorist watch
list records : report to congressional requesters. ,
  The Politics of Gun Control Robert J. Spitzer,2023-08-10 Since its initial publication, this book has become the
classic work on every important element of the tumultuous national gun debate in America. This new edition brings
together the latest developments and research in gun politics, policy, law, history, and criminology to provide a
comprehensive and accessible source widely used by scholars, journalists, and in classrooms. In this era of
polarized politics, this book provides a unique window into how and why that polarization drives our politics.
Among the new topics covered in this edition are the Bipartisan Safer Communities Act, new Supreme Court
protections for concealed carry permits, and the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on gun violence and policy. New
to the Ninth Edition • Examines current gun control legislation at both state and federal levels, particularly the
circumstances that lead to the passage of the Bipartisan Safer Communities Act in 2022. • Introduces the new
constitutional standards for gun control legislation set by the controversial, pro-Second Amendment Supreme Court
ruling in New York State Rifle & Pistol Association v. Bruen (2022). • Provides expanded and updated consideration
on related issues including: the rise of gun carry movements on college campuses, attempts to regulate ghost guns,
bump stocks and guns with high capacity magazines, .50 caliber sniper rifles, and the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic, the January 6 Capitol Attack, and the Black Lives Matter movement on contemporary gun control debates. •
Tracks the financial, political, and legal crises that threaten the dominance of the National Rifle Association
and examines the rise of new gun rights groups, such as the National Association for Gun Rights. • Presents new
and updated statistical research on gun ownership in America, gun-related fatalities, public opinion support of
red-flag laws and other gun control measures. • Incorporates new pedagogical features of chapter summaries and
discussion questions into each chapter.
  No Questions Asked Barry Leonard,2008-05 In 1993, with the passage of the Brady Law, Congress enacted a dual
standard for gun purchases -- one for licensed gun stores and a separate standard for unlicensed sellers. The
practical impact: Sales at gun stores require background checks (BC); sales at gun shows by unlicensed sellers do
not. In 1999, Congress debated legislation to require criminal BC at gun shows. But scant info. was known about
how often criminals obtained guns from gun shows. During the debate, legislators could only guess how long most BC
took to complete under the Nat. Instant Check System, and even some basic questions such as whether BC would put
gun shows out of bus. were debated with little info. This report seeks to answer those questions. Illustrations.
  Gun Controls Laurie E. Ekstrand,Danny R. Burton,2000-08 Provides information about the effectiveness of the
Brady Act's phase I (P1) & phase II (P2) provisions in preventing the sale of firearms to prohibited individuals.
Addresses the following: (1) regarding access to databases or other information sources for conducting background
checks to identify individuals prohibited by law from receiving firearms, how does P1 compare with P2? (2) What
are the advantages & disadvantages of NICS background checks being conducted by a designated agency vs. such
checks being conducted by the FBI? (3) to what extent have default proceeds resulted in forearms being sold to
prohibited individuals? Charts & tables.
  Politics of Gun Control Robert J. Spitzer,2015-11-17 The new edition of this classic text covers the latest
developments in American gun policy, including shooting incidents plaguing the American landscape - especially
Sandy Hook, the Colorado theatre shootings and the tragic death of Trayvon Martin - placing them in context with
similar recent events. The incidents described in the book sparked a wave of gun control legislation at local,
state and national levels, some of which was successful, some doomed and all controversial. At the national level,
President Obama put his political capital on the line to push for new gun control measures, only to see them shot
down by Congress. Robert J. Spitzer has long been a recognised authority on gun control and gun policy. His even-
handed treatment of the issue - as both a member of the NRA and the Brady Center - continues to compel national
and international interest, including interviews by the likes of Terry Gross, Tom Ashbrook and Diane Rehm. This
sixth edition of The Politics of Gun Control provides the reader with up-to-date data and coverage of gun
ownership, gun deaths, school shootings, border patrols and new topics including social media, stand-your-ground
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laws, magazine regulation, and shooting-related mental health initiatives.
  Gun Control William B. Parnell,2009 Virtually every crime gun in the United States starts off as a legal
firearm, according to then-Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) director Bradley Buckles. In a report,
the ATF looked at how guns then pass through the legitimate distribution system of federally licensed firearms
dealers before ending up in the hands of criminals. The ATF concluded, in part, that, there is a large problem of
diversion to the illegal market from licensed gun establishments. When a gun is recovered in a crime, the ATF can
use the serial number on the gun to trace back to where it first left the legal market - tracing from the first
sale of the firearm by an importer or manufacturer, to the wholesaler or retailer, to the first retail purchaser.
In some cases, that first retail purchaser is the link between the legal and illegal markets. Looking at trace
information, the ATF found that a small group of dealers accounts for a disproportionately large number of crime
gun traces. Over 85 percent of dealers in the U.S. had no crime guns traced to them at all in 1998, while about 1
percent of licensed firearm dealers accounted for 57 percent of traces that same year. The ATF also concluded that
sales volume alone cannot be said to account for the disproportionately large number of traces associated with
those dealers. Gun control legislation is also analysed in this book.
  The Science of Gun Policy RAND Corporation,2018-03-02 The Policy Defined -- Research Synthesis Findings --
Conclusions -- Chapter Twenty-One References -- CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO: Mass Shootings -- What Is a Mass Shooting? --
Are Mass Shootings on the Rise? -- Conclusions -- Chapter Twenty-Two References -- CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE: Defensive
Gun Use -- What Is Defensive Gun Use? -- What Are the Challenges in Measuring Defensive Gun Use? -- Does Defensive
Gun Use Reduce Harm? -- Chapter Twenty-Three References -- CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR: The Effects of the 1996 National
Firearms Agreement in Australia on Suicide, Violent Crime, and Mass Shootings -- Methods -- Research Synthesis
Findings -- Conclusions -- Chapter Twenty-Four References -- Part D: Summary of Findings and Recommendations --
CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE: Summary and Conclusions -- Summarizing the Strength of Evidence -- What Can We Conclude About
the Effects of Gun Policies? -- Why Don't We Know More? -- Chapter Twenty-Five References -- APPENDIXES -- A.
Methodological Challenges to Identifying the Effects of Gun Policies -- B. Source Data Used to Produce the Forest
Plot Figures
  Confronting Gun Violence in America Thomas Gabor,2016-09-12 This book critically examines the link between guns
and violence. It weighs the value of guns for self-protection against the adverse effects of gun ownership and
carrying. It also analyses the role of public opinion, the Second Amendment to the US Constitution, and the
firearms industry and lobby in impeding efforts to prevent gun violence. Confronting Gun Violence in America
explores solutions to the gun violence problem in America, a country where 90 people die from gunshot wounds every
day. The wide-range of solutions assessed include: a national gun licensing system; universal background checks; a
ban on military-style weapons; better regulatory oversight of the gun industry; the use of technologies, such as
the personalization of weapons; child access prevention; repealing laws that encourage violence; changing violent
norms; preventing retaliatory violence; and strategies to rebuild American communities. This accessible and
incisive book will be of great interest to students and researchers in criminology and sociology, as well as
practitioners and policy-makers with an interest in gun ownership and violence.
  Gun Control in the United States Gregg Lee Carter,2017-01-23 This up-to-date second-edition work will stimulate
and clarify readers' thinking on the key issues surrounding guns in the United States—especially on the debate
over gun control. Most public debate and discussion about guns in U.S. society is rarely guided by research—not
surprising, as most individuals have a personal opinion on this highly inflammatory topic based on their
upbringing or personal experiences. Additionally, most research about gun use in America is confusing and
contradictory, making it difficult for citizens to gain much from their attempts to investigate the topic
objectively. This book offers concise, understandable coverage of all aspects of the issue, including incidence of
gun violence; gun control; gun rights; government regulation, legislation, and court decisions; gun organizations
(for gun control and for gun rights); gun enthusiast subcultures—for example, hunters, target shooters, and
collectors; and U.S. attitudes toward guns. Many of the covered topics are placed in historical and cross-cultural
perspective. The new edition of Gun Control in the United States: A Reference Handbook enables the reader to
navigate and interpret the research to become sufficiently educated on any specific aspect of the gun issue to
make an informed decision—for example, whether to support stricter or more lenient gun control; whether to become
a gun owner; whether to support a particular political party or candidate; or whether to develop or to refine a
particular philosophy regarding guns. Other aspects of the contemporary gun debate that are addressed include
whether the Supreme Court's ruling that the Second Amendment guarantees an individual right will withstand future
challenges, whether the strong gun regulations used in Europe would be effective and applicable in reducing gun
violence in the United States, and whether the diversity explosion created by the high rate of immigration from
countries where guns are strictly controlled will soon change the politics of the U.S. gun control debate.
  Against the Background of Social Reality Carmelo Lombardo,Lorenzo Sabetta,2023-09-07 The first wide-ranging,
organic analysis of the sociology of unmarkedness and taken-for-grantedness, this volume investigates the
asymmetry between how we attend to the culturally emphasized features of social reality and ignore the culturally
unmarked ones. Concerned with the structures of cultural invisibility, unconscious rules of irrelevance, automatic
frames of meaning, and collective attention patterns, it brings together scholarship spanning sociology,
anthropology, and social psychology, to cover various aspects of humdrum, unglamorous, nondescript, nothing-to-
write-at-home-about social phenomena, developing the key assumptions, underpinnings, and implications of this
field of study. As comprehensive analysis of unremarked features of our social existence, this book will appeal to
scholars across the social sciences with interests in social theory and the sociology of everyday life.
  Can Gun Control Work? James B. Jacobs,2004 Few schisms in American life run as deep or as wide as the divide
between gun rights and gun control advocates where the debate is largely defined by forceful rhetoric rather than
substantive analysis. This text explores the gun-control options of the most heavily armed democracy in the world.
  Gun Politics in America [2 volumes] Harry L. Wilson,2016-06-06 Covering the history of firearms and gun control
in America, this two-volume work presents original documents and helps readers understand these documents in
relation to the social and political context in which they were written. Offering the most complete collection of
primary documents on the subject of guns and gun politics, this two-volume set will give readers a comprehensive,
unbiased understanding of the complex and often-surprising evolution of gun ownership, gun culture, and gun
politics in the United States. This fascinating history is examined through approximately 150 primary source
documents from the Colonial era to the present day. Each section opens with an informative headnote that provides
important context for understanding the social and political milieu in which the document was created. The
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chronologically arranged set begins with Colonial laws regulating firearms, then proceeds through debates
regarding the Second Amendment and laws that prohibited slaves from possessing guns. The use and regulation of
firearms in the Wild West is explored, as is the era of Prohibition and organized crime in the 1930s. Later
chapters cover the impact of 1960s-era racial and political violence and assassinations on gun laws and attitudes;
the struggles over gun control and gun rights in the Reagan, Bush, and Clinton administrations; the increased
clout of the NRA during the Bush administration; and the impact of events ranging from the Sandy Hook Massacre to
the Supreme Court's District of Columbia v. Heller decision. Documents include laws, speeches, court decisions,
Congressional debates, and more, giving college students and other interested readers the opportunity to evaluate
each document—and each period—for themselves.
  Surface Coating of Plastic Parts for Business Machines, Background Information for Proposed Standards ,1986
  The Future of the Gun Frank Miniter,2014-08-11 The history of the American gun is intricately entwined with the
history of America itself. Promising developments in gun technology could change not only America's future, but
the future of the world. Unfortunately, the radical anti-gun lobby is standing between innovation and the American
people. Bestselling author Frank Miniter details the amazing breakthroughs waiting to happen in gun technology
that could make today's firearms exponentially safer and smarter—if the anti-gun lobby weren't halting progress in
its tracks. In The Future of the Gun, you will learn: Why anti-gun groups often oppose gun safety features How
guns—and gun education for young people—cut crime How federalism could save your gun rights New trends in gun
technology that will make guns safer and more effective Why most talk about “assault rifles” is bogus How military
and civilian gun technology have always advanced in tandem—for the benefit of soldiers and private citizens What
guns could look like in just a few years Want to know about the future of guns? There is no better place to start
than here.
  Examining Gun Regulations, Warning Behaviors, and Policies to Prevent Mass Shootings Kerr, Selina
E.M.,2021-02-19 Mass shootings have become more prevalent in the past few decades, especially within the United
States. Whilst the United States has suffered from hundreds of mass shootings over the years, policy change
relating to guns has been limited in scope, particularly when compared with other developed nations. Recognizing
that the United States has a different history and culture, new policies must be undertaken to mitigate the
occurrences of mass shootings with the understanding that its response should not be the same as other developed
nations. Examining Gun Regulations, Warning Behaviors, and Policies to Prevent Mass Shootings is a critical
reference book that analyzes the debates around and responses to mass shootings with a two-fold focus: the
prevention, preparation, response, and recovery of mass shootings and gun proposals raised following these
incidents. With a specific look at the 2017 Las Vegas shooting, the author scrutinizes the news media coverage
following the incident to document its role in policy discussions, while also examining new policy responses and
gun violence prevention actions that have gained traction since the event. Including the voices of those involved
in gun violence prevention, as well as interviews with experts in areas dealing with prevention, preparation, and
emergency response and recovery, this book centers on forthcoming themes such as licensing systems of firearms,
smart gun technologies, assault weapons and weapons bans, and the portrayal of mass shootings in media. This book
is essential for policymakers/lawmakers, news media, politicians and government officials, emergency management
personnel, academicians, researchers, and students.
  Gun Shows: Brady Checks and Crime Gun Traces (1 99) ,
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